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Scripture reading : James 2:1-13 NIV
The heading of this passage of Scripture is: Favouritism Forbidden
Introduction:
It helps one greatly to measure
1.

Favouritism/Partiality
Definition of favouritism:
the practice of giving unfair preferential treatment to one person or group, at the expense
of another.

Favouritism Forbidden (2:1)
James begins with a very simple, yet powerful point. Having faith in Jesus and showing
favouritism are not compatible. A person cannot have prejudice or discriminate on the basis of
with God. We live in a world that is full of favouritism and discrimination.
People are discriminated against on the basis of:
 how they look
 their race
 status and success, however success is measured
 material possessions and wealth
 being single or being young or even being elderly
 how we dress or where we live
If there is at least one community of people in this world where all should receive
equal treatment, it must be in the church!
sinners before the Almighty God. Jesus showed this truth while he lived on the earth. Who did
Jesus spend the majority of his time with?



When we think about the apostles we recall that these were ordinary men. They were not
men held of high esteem or status.
When we think of the multitudes; Jesus spent so much time with tax collectors and sinners
that the religious elite condemned him. Jesus did not treat people differently based on
their education level, wealth, reputation, or status. Jesus dealt with people for who they
were as people. The scriptures repeatedly tell us that God looks at the heart and does not
show partiality
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Scripture reference : Deuteronomy 10:17 NIV
17
For the LORD your God is God of gods and Lord of lords, the great God, mighty and awesome, who
shows no partiality and accepts no bribes.
WE MUST EMULATE HIM!!


James takes a moment to explain a present problem that is likely to occur. He pictures two
people who come into their assembly. One person is dressed very nicely, with a gold ring
and fine clothing. He is dressed nicely. To put the point that I think James is trying to put
on it, the man is dressed the way we think he ought to be dressed when coming to the
assembly for worship. What do we do with a person who comes in dressed this way? James
says that we pay attention to him and give him a good place to sit. We greet the person
and we welcome him here. We shake his hand and strike up a conversation with him. We
usher him to his seat.



The second person, however, is not dressed like him. He is poor and he is dressed in shabby,
filthy clothing. His clothes are dirty and torn. The point that James is putting on this is that
the man is dressed the way in which we ask in our minds, "What is he doing here?" He is
at the wrong place."



With the first man James says that we pay attention to him. But with this shabbily dressed
man, we do not pay attention to him. We let him walk in and sit down. We do not greet him
at the door. We do not welcome him. When he walks by, we act like we are busy doing
something else. We pretend we are talking to someone. Or we stare at the wall as if there
is something important on it. We walk around the building to make sure that we do not
have to make eye contact with him or speak with him.



James now issues the condemnation of our hearts in verse 4. We have discriminated in our
hearts between these two people, as if one has a rightful place to be here and another does
looks. James offers a double condemnation upon us. He says that we have become "judges
with evil thoughts." For James to call us judges is quite a condemnation in itself because
it is this kind of judgment that Jesus strictly condemned when he taught,

"Do not judge, so that you will not be judged" in Matthew 7:1. But not only are we condemned
for being judges, but we are judges with evil thoughts. We are far from what God wants our
hearts to be. We have passed judgments unrighteously with our evil thoughts. We have
committed sin.
Why Favouritism Is Foolish (2:5-13)
James spends the rest of the time explaining why favouritism is sinful. He gives us a number of
points why favouritism must stop.
God chose the poor to be rich in faith. How can we possibly discriminate against the poor?
Why would we judge with evil thoughts those who come into our assembly who do not appear
to be financially well off? Part of the good news of Jesus is that faith is available to all people,
Sermon on the Mount, that He
taught, "Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of God" (Luke 6:20 ESV).

poor are the ones who are more receptive to the gospel call. They are the ones who are
more likely to see their need for a Saviour than those who are wealthy and are enjoying the
pleasures this world has to offer. The poor have been given the offer to be rich in faith and
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The application of this can be extended to all of our differences. God has called all people
to Christ, regardless of race, background, culture, age, weight, or anything else. Every person
has the opportunity to the good news.

The rich oppress you. Why would we show favouritism toward the rich? The rich are the ones
who oppress you. Essentially, why be partial toward the worldly rich when the worldly rich are
certainly not partial to Christians? We have certainly observed the rich exploiting and
oppressing others over many years. This exploitation and oppression still occurs. So why treat
them better than the poor?
The rich blaspheme the name you wear. The rich slander Christians. We see this on a global
level today and we certainly see the media slander Christianity. Christians are considered
unintelligent by most of the rich. Why would Christians show the rich preferential treatment?
Favouritism violates the royal law. When we have prejudice and show favouritism based on
simply external things, then we ar
neighbour as ourselves. We do not want a person to pass judgment on us strictly by our age,
colour, status, or wealth. So why do we do this to others? We must really fulfil the law of God to
love others as ourselves.
Treat people the way you want people to treat you.
Favouritism is sinning. James is very clear in verse 9 that showing partiality is a sin. We are
transgressors of the law.
Favouritism is not a "small" or "minor" sin. It is easy to think of prejudice as being a harmless
act. We would probably think of it as an insignificant sin. But James tells us that if we break any
We have such a strange concept about
matters and every law must be obeyed.
Therefore, we need to speak and act as those who are judged under the law of liberty (2:12).
James told us in 1:25 that we are to look into the perfect law of liberty, see our flaws, and
make corrections. Understand that we are going to be judged by the law. Therefore we need
to look at the law carefully and intently.
The law demands that we speak and act without partiality.
: judgment is without mercy to those who show no mercy (2:13).
This is a common teaching: God is not going to show mercy to us if we are not showing mercy
to others. We are acting mercilessly when we act with partiality. Mercy triumphs over judgment.
Do not make such shallow estimations. Do not judge people by their externality. Show mercy
when it comes to those things. Do not care about race. Do not care about wealth. Do not care
about clothing. Do not care about age. Do not care about weight. Do not care about status.
The same covenant love that God shows to his people, He expects his people to show to
each other.
This is a challenge that stares us in the face every day, across all spheres in society.





Workplace worker conditions/salaries/treatment/attitudes
Homes amongst
son or daughter?)
Places of worship biological son vs.
Coaches with Sports team do you favour the good players above the average players?
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a) Unity and Diversity in the Body
1 Corinthians 12:12-14 (NIV)
12
Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many parts form one body, so it is with
Christ. 13 For we were all baptized by[a] one Spirit so as to form one body whether Jews or Gentiles,
slave or free and we were all given the one Spirit to drink. 14 Even so the body is not made up of
one part but of many.
We are uniquely made for interdependence and not independence.
b) Why would favouritism even occur?
 Perpetrator expects a favour in return
 Insecure leaders (wants favour with all, at all costs)
c) How does favouritism manifest?
 Doctors treat rich parents kids better than other poorer children
 School coaches favour one child over the other because of affluent parents or family
 School teachers More patience with bright kids who learn fast as opposed to those
kids who need much attention
James 1:27 NIV
27
Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and
widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the world.

2.





Do not honour the rich above the poor
When we assume that the rich man is more blessed by God, we put too much emphasis
on material riches.
The poor are chosen to be rich in faith because the poor of this world have more
opportunity to trust God.
Riches can be an obstacle to God
When we choose people by what we can see on the surface, we miss the mind of God.

1 Samuel 16:7 (NIV)
7
But the LORD
not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected him.
The LORD does not look at the things people look at. People look at the outward appearance, but
the LORD looks at the heart.

3.

Fulfilling the law by loving others

a)

Matthew 22:36-40 (NIV)
36
37

Jesus replied:
38

This is the first and greatest commandment. 39 And the second is
40
All the Law and the Prophets hang on these

b) Deuteronomy 16:19 (NIV)
19
Do not pervert justice or show partiality. Do not accept a bribe, for a bribe blinds the eyes of the
wise and twists the words of the innocent.
c)

Deuteronomy 1:17 (NIV)
17
Do not show partiality in judging; hear both small and great alike. Do not be afraid of
anyone, for judgment belongs to God. Bring me any case too hard for you, and I will hear
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APPLICATION
1.

If there is at least one community of people in this world where all should receive
equal treatment, it must be in the church! How do you think we measure up to this
statement?

2.

Has God highlighted any areas in your life where you have showed favouritism - in your
family, workplace, sports arena, church or otherwise?

3.

What do you think God expects of you in this regard? How has your treatment of others
God shows no partiality; He treats everyone equally.

4.

Do you need to repent of the sin of partiality? This is not an insignificant sin. But God is
gracious and freely forgives us when we admit our wrongs. If you need someone to pray
with you, speak to your community group leader, pastor or a trusted friend.

Assistance:
If you need prayer or assistance, please contact our pastoral care line 072 986 4368 or one
of our pastors directly.
To join a community group, contact Marli (072 986 4368) or Jen (084 308 5185) or one of our
community group leaders directly. Link: http://christiancentre.co.za/community.html#groups
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